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 Our FHC Library and its basic services are provided Our FHC Library and its basic services are provided freefree to the to the 
public.public.
We invite all who are interested in genealogy and family historyWe invite all who are interested in genealogy and family history
to visit.to visit.
Our volunteers can show you how to use the LibraryOur volunteers can show you how to use the Library’’s resources.s resources.
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GeneGenetictic GeneGenealogyalogy

 Genetic genealogyGenetic genealogy is the application of is the application of 
geneticsgenetics to to traditional genealogytraditional genealogy. . 

 Genetic genealogyGenetic genealogy involves the use of involves the use of 
genealogical DNA testinggenealogical DNA testing to determine if a to determine if a 
genetic relationship between individuals exists. genetic relationship between individuals exists. 



Genetic genealogy gives genealogists a means Genetic genealogy gives genealogists a means 
to check or supplement the historical record with to check or supplement the historical record with 
information from genetic data. information from genetic data. 

Pros or positives:Pros or positives: A positive DNA test match with A positive DNA test match with 
another individual another individual maymay: : 

 Provide location hints for further genealogical research Provide location hints for further genealogical research 

 Help determine ancestral homeland or ethnicity Help determine ancestral homeland or ethnicity 

 Discover other living relativesDiscover other living relatives

 Validate existing researchValidate existing research

 Confirm or deny suspected connections between familiesConfirm or deny suspected connections between families

 Prove or Disprove theories regarding ancestry. Prove or Disprove theories regarding ancestry. 



Genetic genealogy Genetic genealogy 

cons or negativescons or negatives ……

Will notWill not replace traditional genealogical replace traditional genealogical 
research. research. 

 Will notWill not provide your specific family tree.provide your specific family tree.

 Will notWill not state that you are a 100% direct state that you are a 100% direct 
descendant of any specific person.  descendant of any specific person.  

 CanCan potentially reveal medical potentially reveal medical 
information.information.



 DNA tests allow individuals to determine up to a DNA tests allow individuals to determine up to a 
99.9% certainty 99.9% certainty that they are relatedthat they are related within a certain within a certain 
time frame, time frame, oror with 100% certainty with 100% certainty that they are that they are notnot
relatedrelated within a certain time frame. within a certain time frame. 

 DNA tests involve the comparison of one individual to DNA tests involve the comparison of one individual to 
another to another to scientificallyscientifically determine the shared determine the shared most most 
recent common ancestorrecent common ancestor (MRCA) via a process called (MRCA) via a process called 
Triangulation.Triangulation.



This is This is triangulationtriangulation. . 

This is a goal of Genetic Genealogy.This is a goal of Genetic Genealogy.
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Multiple Multiple triangulationstriangulations

can help recan help re--create the MRCA create the MRCA 

DNA fingerprint or genetic marker profile.DNA fingerprint or genetic marker profile.
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Genetic Genetic triangulationtriangulation works with works with ……
 YY--DNA testing & Y Chromosome DNA testing & Y Chromosome HaplogroupsHaplogroups of males of males 
 MtDNAMtDNA testing & Mitochondrial testing & Mitochondrial HaplogroupsHaplogroups (XX and  XY)(XX and  XY)
 AtDNAAtDNA testing &/or comparing DNA fragments.testing &/or comparing DNA fragments.
 XX--STR testing, paternity testing & familial matching similar to COSTR testing, paternity testing & familial matching similar to CODIS DIS 

(combined DNA Index System)(combined DNA Index System)
 Specific Chromosomal testing combined with genealogy.Specific Chromosomal testing combined with genealogy.



Autosomal DNA Tests (Autosomal DNA Tests (atDNAatDNA))
FTDNA, AncestryFTDNA, Ancestry and and 23andMe23andMe all all 

have autosomal DNA have autosomal DNA ––atDNAatDNA tests, tests, 
but have different focuses. but have different focuses. 

 23andMe also uses 23andMe also uses atDNAatDNA type testing type testing 
for medical genetic warning type tests for medical genetic warning type tests 
as for Breast cancer, Cystic Fibrosis, as for Breast cancer, Cystic Fibrosis, 
Sickle Cell Anemia, Hereditary Hearing Sickle Cell Anemia, Hereditary Hearing 
Loss, et cetera. Loss, et cetera. 

 Most people use these tests to see their Most people use these tests to see their 
ethnic heritagesethnic heritages. Example: X% . Example: X% 
European, X% Middle Eastern, X% et European, X% Middle Eastern, X% et 
cetera. cetera. 

 Some use Some use atDNAatDNA to compare similar to compare similar 
DNA fragments that are measured in DNA fragments that are measured in 
centimorganscentimorgans ((cmscms) via multiple ) via multiple 
genetic triangulations. genetic triangulations. 



Autosomal DNA Tests (Autosomal DNA Tests (atDNAatDNA))

 On a genealogical pedigree chart On a genealogical pedigree chart atDNAatDNA
represents all your ancestry (You (represents all your ancestry (You (11) = 100%). ) = 100%). 
You share You share 50%50% of your DNA from each of your DNA from each 
parent (parent (22), ), 25%25% from each grandparent (from each grandparent (44), ), 
then then 12.5%12.5% by the next generation (by the next generation (88) followed ) followed 
by by 6.25% (6.25% (1616), 3.125% (), 3.125% (3232), 1.5625%(), 1.5625%(6464)) and and 
further divided percentages back into time. further divided percentages back into time. 

 If you are surnamed Carpenter, anyIf you are surnamed Carpenter, any cousin cousin 
match most likely will not be a Carpenter, but match most likely will not be a Carpenter, but 
from one of your other ancestors. For from one of your other ancestors. For 
example, at example, at 5 generations5 generations the likely cousin the likely cousin 
testing match will be a Carpenter is testing match will be a Carpenter is 1/161/16 (one (one 
sixteenth), and more likely not surnamed sixteenth), and more likely not surnamed 
Carpenter or 15/16.Carpenter or 15/16.

 To see the differences between these To see the differences between these atDNAatDNA
testing companies, please go to the following testing companies, please go to the following 
link.link.

 http://http://isogg.org/wiki/Autosomal_DNisogg.org/wiki/Autosomal_DN
A_testing_comparison_chartA_testing_comparison_chart
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atDNAatDNA Examples from FTDNAExamples from FTDNA
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